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O'Reilly Media. Paperback. Condition: New. 352 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.9in. x 0.8in.Need to
move a relational database application to Hadoop This comprehensive guide introduces you to
Apache Hive, Hadoops data warehouse infrastructure. Youll quickly learn how to use Hives SQL
dialectHiveQLto summarize, query, and analyze large datasets stored in Hadoops distributed
filesystem. This example-driven guide shows you how to set up and configure Hive in your
environment, provides a detailed overview of Hadoop and MapReduce, and demonstrates how Hive
works within the Hadoop ecosystem. Youll also find real-world case studies that describe how
companies have used Hive to solve unique problems involving petabytes of data. Use Hive to create,
alter, and drop databases, tables, views, functions, and indexesCustomize data formats and storage
options, from files to external databasesLoad and extract data from tablesand use queries,
grouping, filtering, joining, and other conventional query methodsGain best practices for creating
user defined functions (UDFs)Learn Hive patterns you should use and anti-patterns you should
avoidIntegrate Hive with other data processing programsUse storage handlers for NoSQL
databases and other datastoresLearn the pros and cons of running Hive on Amazons Elastic
MapReduce This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La...
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Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any publisher. Indeed, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You may like how
the writer compose this pdf.
-- Toni B echtela r-- Toni B echtela r

It is simple in study easier to comprehend. It is one of the most awesome ebook i have read through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Clint Spor er-- Clint Spor er
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